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crackIf Donald Trump had said this during the campaign, I’m not sure we would have heard the end of it. And yet, in a few short weeks, he has managed to convert this known bully to

something entirely different. To his critics, Trump has now successfully conned millions of Americans into thinking that he is a reasonable, articulate leader of the free world. Yes, he’s playing
the same games as Vladimir Putin. He’s nasty, but he’s not a dictator. He’s using divide-and-conquer tactics to divert attention from the fact that he is unelectable. But to others, he has

proven to be the opposite: a law-and-order candidate who will not say “massacre” because it is politically incorrect and he knows it. He’s against illegal immigration, too, but doesn’t want to
upset Hispanics as much as he pleases the conservative base. He can’t help it if he sometimes sounds like a Maoist, as he has threatened to throw Joe Biden “in jail” if he runs for president.

The truth is that Trump cannot credibly be president. He has no fundamental principles, no ideology, and no coherent worldview of the kind that has defined the real core of conservative
thought over the past 50 years. He is America’s greatest cynical dissembler. In speeches about everything from trade deals to the use of torture, he really has no firm position. In public, he

can say that he supports a wall along the U.S.-Mexico border, but when it comes to executive orders, he supports cracking down on legal immigration. When it comes to workers, he wants to
import cheap labor, but when it comes to trade, he says his administration is a great friend of business and will protect U.S. jobs. Much of the current rhetoric that has been invented to give
him legitimacy is just that. It’s not the same way in which Trump has been able to deceive conservatives for some time. It’s largely about his cult of personality. He has managed to put his

name on things that he hasn’t written. He has leveraged his own fame, money, and influence to get people to support
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